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Abstract. The increasingly uncertain business environment requires the 
necessity to implement more flexibility in companies. Unfortunately, 
companies being specialized in engineer-to-order production cannot use safety 
stocks which are generally used in make-to-stock productions to secure 
flexibility. Therefore, an alternative approach has to be developed to facilitate 
procurement flexibility for these companies. In this paper, firstly the current 
situation of production networks of machine tool and equipment manufacturers 
will be described. Secondly, the shortcomings of current approaches for inter-
company coordination will be discussed. Finally, the real option approach will 
be examined as a mean to evaluate the benefits of procurement flexibility.
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1   Introduction

Besides the general market fluctuations, the impact of the financial and economic 
crisis illustrated the complexity and volatility which today's European machinery and 
equipment industry has to deal with [1,2]. In addition to challenges like international 
competition, increasing customer demand, cost pressure, shortened product life cycles 
and a rising number of variants, manufacturers have t o  face increased financial 
problems and even higher fluctuations in demand [3,4,5,6].

While formerly only programmes for reducing stocks were used to minimize the 
fi nancial needs, nowadays alternative flexibility potentials, such as the introduction of 
short-time work, have to be used. [7]. Nevertheless, in increasing non-centralised and 
temporary production networks, it is not enough to focus only on own resources [8]. 
With the high amount of outsourcing of complete modules the potential of time and 
capacity flexibility in the order process has to be used in order to keep the potential 
sales volume. By using delivery time flexibility within the order process many 
problems that effect especially modules could be reduced. In particular, the increased 
delivery time fl exibility reduces the negative effects of early or late deliveries that 
lead to high fluctuations in the whole production network and cause a substantial 
economic expense [9]. Possible penalties, insufficient ability to plan, high safety 
stocks, raised lead times and lower service levels are often the result [10]. In a global 
industry survey, the “suppliers’ reliability” was evaluated as the third biggest cause of 
potential risks [11]. However, up to now the expenses which are generated by the 



insufficient delivery reliability in the machinery and equipment industry cannot be 
quantified in a satisfactory measure [12].

In order to find solutions for these challenges in procurement, research is 
conducted. Since September 2009, the Research Institute of Operations  Management 
(FIR) and the Laboratory for Machine Tools and Production Engineering (WZL) at 
the RWTH Aachen, Germany, analyse in cooperation with ten European partner 
institutions from industry and research various approaches to improve the interplant 
communication, transparency and coordination within the research project “ InTime –
in time delivery in non-hierarchical manufacturing networks” (http://www.fp7-
intime.eu/).

2   Scientific approaches on procurement and logistics in 
production networks

The machinery and equipment industry differs by heterogeneous and constantly 
changing production networks substantially from other industries like the automotive 
and trading industry (Fig. 1) [13]. On the one hand, intensive relationships exist only 
for a small share of active suppliers. On the other hand, the production network in the 
machinery and equipment industry is not as highly dominated by a single company as 
in the automotive or trading industry.
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Fig. 1. Non-centralised production network in the machinery and equipment industry

In an industry like this a continuous IT integration can hardly be accomplished by 
existing data standards such as EDIFACT which is used via sub-standards like Odette 



in the automotive industry or EANCOM in the trading industry [14]. Hence, many 
proven approaches for streamlining the value chain, which are based on a continuous 
IT integration without interfaces, cannot be used either [15]. One of these approaches 
is the "Just in Time" concept (JIT). This production-synchronous delivery on demand 
pursues the objective to reduce stocks and thereby costs of procurement logistics [16].  
Therefore, requirements are careful supplier selection, nearness to supplier, IT-
supported integration of the supplier as well as a production targeting mass 
manufacturing [17]. Besides the missing IT integration, mass production rarely exists 
in the machinery and equipment industry. Another approach is “ Quick Response”
(QR) which is based on “ process shaping”, enabling suppliers to react rapidly on 
fl uctuation in demand [18,19]. The start of production is only triggered by short term 
demand requirements [20]. In machinery and equipment industries short reaction 
times are rarely in focus, as the make-to-order production requires an extended 
manufacturing time. Another approach, the Continuous Replenishment (CR) focuses 
on a high level of shelf availability with low stocks at the same time [19]. Its focus is 
the automatic delivery of goods as soon as the requirement is set. Regarding the 
project and order specific requirements, this approach cannot be applied for the 
machinery and equipment industry either. While the delivery reliability in the 
automotive or trading industry was increased by these approaches by up to 95%, this 
rate constitutes only 60% in the machinery and equipment industry [21].

Nowadays in the machinery and equipment industry, either one uses Andler’s 
formula minimizing the sum of stock and procurement costs or one orders from the 
supplier who offers the minimal component costs [22]. This static method based on 
costs and quantities, includes neither uncertainties of the dynamic business 
environment nor the value of delivery accuracy. Since outsourced components might
make up to one fifth of the overall project value, component orders that appear more 
an investment than a typical order must be treated differently. 

Furthermore, the arrangement of divergent target systems of a company becomes 
continuously an additional challenge for the overall company’s performance. While 
employees in purchasing have usually the incentive to reduce purchase costs, the 
production department strives for a high degree of utilisation and short lead times and 
the sales department is urged to generate high turnovers. In addition, differing inter-
company target systems exist. Thus, situations often occur in which the customer’s 
purchasing department and the supplier’s distribution departments negotiate without 
considering the consequences for their production departments [23]. This can lead to 
insufficient capacities on the supplier’s site intending to keep the delivery date and to 
high expenses on customer’s site due to earlier or late deliveries. For many years, 
management science on human resources has been claiming that incentive schemes 
lead to improved employees’ performance. Although such incentives are still not 
established company-wide, a current study of the FIR and WZL shows that demand in 
new concepts exists [12]. For the improvement of the situation, consistent and 
company-wide performance indicators are necessary to calculate incentives. Various 
performance evaluation systems already exist like the SCOR model or the Balanced 
Scorecard model. These models offer general performance indicators but do not fit 
sufficiently enough to the challenge of delivery reliability. Concepts like the 
"Kennlinienmodell" by Nyhuis and Wiendahl, regard delivery reliability but mainly 
focus on make-to-stock productions [24].



The investigation of relevant approaches for procurement logistics shows that 
various concepts already exist for company-wide synchronisation, determination of 
procurement costs and motivation of employees. Nevertheless, these concepts provide 
few instructions how the procurement in machinery and equipment industry should 
operate flexible and value-oriented with rising outsourcing of high-quality modules in 
times of uncertainty.

3  The real option approach as an instrument to increase flexibility 
for uncertain situations

The analysis of the present situation showed that an instrument is necessary to assess 
and control the procurement process of make-to-order components more dynamically 
and proactively. Due to the high uncertainty in manufacturing processes, a method to 
increase the flexibility has to be used. One method increasing companies’ fl exibility 
that has been used within the last years is the real option approach [25]. So far, this 
method proved to be a possible approach to evaluate investments and innovative 
projects (Fig. 2). 
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Fig. 2. Valuation methods in regard to flexibility and uncertainty ([26,27])

After a short introduction to the theory of this approach, it will be illustrated to 
what extent  options can be used in the order process  of high-quality components.  
Furthermore, the required conditions of the approach will be analysed and a possible 
methodology to calculate the real option for capacity flexibility will be described.

3.1   Fundamentals of the real option approach

Originally, the real option approach was developed in the disciplines of financial and 
decision-making sciences to adapt the assessment of financial options on the 



assessment of investments in “real” assets [28,29]. The basic idea was established by 
MYERS which states that investment possibilities should be evaluated according to 
the changes of p roject-value through possible follow-up investments in the future 
[30]. Like ordinary fi nancial options, real options offer the right, but not the 
commitment to accomplish an investment in the future. Therefore, real options create 
the possibility to adapt investments and its scopes to changing environmental 
conditions [31]. Hence, the value of a real option increases with an increasing 
uncertainty about future developments [32]. In case of unpredictable events an 
essential scope for action can be established using the real option approach [33].  
Instead to make an investment decision on a certain date, an option allows to 
postponing the decision in favour or against the investment (fig. 3).
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Fig. 3. Scope for decision-making with the real option approach [32]

Since people from industry are usually quite sceptical about the application of the 
real option approach due to the high mathematical complexity and many restrictions,
a methodology has to be developed facilitating the application of the intuitive 
character of the option approach on the topic of the flexibility of orders. Additionally, 
it ought to assist the user’s comprehension through an adequate level of complexity. 
Not only is the real option approach meant to be used as an instrument for 
identification, evaluation and control of options but should also augment the 
understanding of the decision makers concerning their scope of action [34].

3.2  Introduction of options in the procurement order process

Purchasing processes in the machinery and equipment industry usually have 
uncertainties and alterations implied, especially when considerable modules are to be 
manufactured externally. Generally, at the beginning of a contract, a delivery date is 
set with the supplier to which the external service is to be completed. In case that 



during the production time new requirements are set on the part of the manufacturer 
or the customer, it would be an advantage i f the possibility existed to access 
additional capacities of the supplier (fig. 4). Such a capacity option is to be considered 
as a guarantee for the manufacturer when the contract is concluded. The supplier 
ensures to provide additional capacities in order to maintain the delivery date.
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Fig. 4. Option on capacity extension

3.3   Conditions for the application of the real option approach on the assessment 

of procurement order flexibility

A precondition for the application of the real option approach on a new problem is the 
existence of exclusivity, flexibility, uncertainty, irreversibility and an investment (fig. 
5) [29,35]. The reservation of capacities can be seen as an exclusive or at least 
advantageous initial situation for the utilization of capacities insofar the contractor the 
guarantees the reservation. As on reservation of capacities, no obligation but the right 
exists to access the additional capacities if a requirement on additional flexibility is 
needed. Uncertainties exist because the benefit of delivery reliability is unpredictable 
in the setup phase of the contract. The once paid reservation fee is irreversible and 
must be recorded as "sunk cost". The attribute of an investment can be verified if cash 
fl ows exist that begin with outgoing payments and result in incoming payments [36]. 
The investment in a timely delivery of a module in form of capacity reservation 
constitutes an investment in an intangible. It starts with a payment to the supplier for 
the capacity reservation and might result in an additive delivery reliability 
representing an advantage in terms of reduced setup time, rescheduling or delay costs, 
as well as possible follow-up orders.



Attributes Financial option Option on capacity extension

exclusiveness
Sole right of the owner to buy (Call) or 

sell (Put) a finacial title within a period for 

a predetermined price.

Exclusive reservation of production 

capacities, which can be used to 

guarantee the scheduled delivery date.

flexibility Right but not an obligation to excercise 
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Fig. 5. Analogy between financial options and options on capacity extension for delivery 
reliability

3.4   Evaluation of the option on delivery reliability

As the real option approach bases on various value drivers, these value drivers have to 
be adapted to the assessment of the specific circumstances (fig. 6) [32]. The monetary 
value of the expected efficiency gain of reduced setup time, rescheduling and delay 
costs as well as possible follow-up orders is equivalent to the market price o f a 
fi nancial asset. The exercise price can be interpreted as expenses for the supplier’s 
capacity extension. The volatility can be understood as the uncertainty influencing the 
market price and exercise price. Beside demand fluctuations, uncertainties come from 
unspecified processes, uncertain events influencing the progress of internal activities 
or difficulties within the coordination with other suppliers. The dividend  can be seen 
as loss of cash flow by waiting. In this connection, especially performance related 
expenses like monitoring costs or increased prices of supplier parts are to be 
mentioned. Increased prices can be caused by extra demand of competitors, general 
scarcity of raw materials or inflation. The parameters period and risk free interest rate 
are related to the parameters of financial options. The time period describes when the 
option on capacity extension expires. The risk free interest rate is usually gathered 
from the interest rate for short -term federal bonds.
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Fig. 6. Value drivers for the option on capacity extension

Regarding the evaluation of option prices the investigation focuses on proven 
assessment models that explain the complicated structures and connections in a 
relatively simple way. As such a procedure, the Lattice method offers the possibility 
to illustrate the benefit of an extended scope of action with the help of a tree structure 
analysis (fig. 7) [32]. In the first step, different scenarios are established that start on a
negotiation date and show the various outcomes on the delivery date. Depending on 
the events occurring in this time period, different costs emerge due to the supplier's 
delay on the date of delivery. The discounting of these negative cash flows to the 
negotiation date results in the net present value of the delay costs. S econdly, another 
lattice tree is established taking the capacity extension into account. Assuming that 
the additional supplier’s capacities reduce the probability of a delayed delivery, this 
Lattice tree leads to a lower net present value of the emerging costs. Finally, the 
option price is calculated by subtracting the net present values from one another. The 
result is the option price for the reservation fee that has to be paid by the manufacturer 
to the supplier in order to receive the right to access the supplier's capacity in case of 
uncertain events. The manufacturer will only access this option if the time accuracy is 
worth more than the price of the capacity extension.

This monetary valuation of the option price for capacity extension together with 
the cause-effect analysis of the main impact factors influencing the delivery reliability 
are the main focus areas of the project InTime. In order to examine the adaptability of 
the methodology in practice, the approach will be validated in diverse case studies.



Fig. 7. Evaluation of purchasing flexibility using a lattice tree

4  Summary and Outlook

The situation with which producing companies are currently threatened due to the 
credit and real estate crisis clearly shows that the success of machine and equipment 
manufacturers does not only result from their technical excellence but also from strict 
value orientation [37]. Especially the coordination of external manufacturing of 
components requires new ways of thinking. Innovative methods have to be applied to 
evaluate, control and optimise logistical objectives like the delivery reliability. Due to 
its advantage to map the factors uncertainty and flexibility which cannot be 
represented by conventional evaluation procedures, the real option approach, founded 
in financial science, g ains increasing interest and application within the decision 
making processes for real assets [33]. 



The essential advantage of the application of this approach from the point of view 
of the procurement logistics consists in realising the typical characteristics of 
deliveries with an option on capacity extension and in showing the effects of value 
adding. The additional benefit of the flexibility in purchasing can be understood easier 
by decision makers and, hence, can be included easier in their decision-making.

Within the framework of the European research project InTime the application of 
the above mentioned real option approach will be further investigated for the delivery 
adherence. The objectives are both the determination of the monetary value for timely 
deliveries as well as an internet-based application facilitating the negotiation of prices 
between suppliers and customers on such a platform. Finally, the developed models 
are validated by industrial project partners on the basis of a case study approach. 
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